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TURKEY AND NEBRASKA: A JOB CREATING 
ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP

Turkey is now the biggest 
exporter to Nebraska in the 
entire MENA region.

Nebraska is home to around 
1,000 Turkish Americans; many 
are small business owners.

Nebraska's imports from 
Turkey increased by 243% 
between 2017 and 2020.

O
Turkey is also the third biggest 
importer of goods from 
Nebraska in the MENA region.

Nebraska's biggest exports to 
Turkey are chemical products, 
pulses, and machinery.

Turkey's imports from Nebraska 
increased by 73% between 2017 
and 2020.

Nebraska Imports from Turkey
2017

2020
Growth

(approximate)
$7,000,000

$24,000,000

243%

Nebraska Exports to Turkey
2017

2020
Growth

[approximate)
$11,000,000

$19,000,000

73%
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Berkshire Hathaway: Omaha

BERKSHIRE
HATHAWAY

HomeServices

The eighth-largest company in the world and the biggest company to come out of Nebraska, Berkshire 
Hathaway is a multinational conglomerate holding company.
In Turkey, the company has a subsidiary. Iscar Turkey, which produces metal cutting tools and also invests 
in firms with a strong presence in Turkey, such as Abbuie. Johnson & Johnson, and Mondelez International.

Leo A Daly: Omaha
LQOADdLY Leo A Daly is an architecture firm headquartered in Omaha that combines planning, architecture, 

engineering and interiors. The company has 826 employees, around 750 of which are in Nebraska.
The company has had a number of projects in Turkey in recent years- from designing a world-class resort in 
Alacati to innovative healthcare design developments.

Ag Processing Inc: Omaha
Based in Omaha. Ag Processing Inc is a leading agribusiness engaged in procuring, processing, marketing, 
and transporting of oilseeds, grains, and related products. The company has more than 1.000 affiliated 
employees, around 400 of which are in Nebraska.
Turkey is one of Ag Processing Inc's largest foreign markets.

Tenaska
Tenaska: Omaha
Tenaska Biofuels LLC generates renewable energy and provides soybeans and corn to generate electricity 
for tolling services.
Turkey is the company's largest foreign market.
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